Abstract-Current privacy preserving data publishing techniques mostly concentrate on attributes of a single releasing. Nevertheless , most of the practical application may contain multiple release attributes. Directly applying the existing single release attribute to privacy preserving techniques often leads to unexpected private information leakage.This paper is first published by the time sequence introduced to several published data set problems, combined with the published data set Markov chain thought towards preserve data privacy. Experimental results show that the algorithm can effectively prevent the information loss of privacy, and enhance the security of the data release.
INTRODUCTION
Most existing studies have focused on a single data set release behavior analysis, there is a logical correlation or data semantics associated segmentation, so as to achieve the purpose of privacy protection. It is worth noting that, in most practic application scenarios, the independent analysis of the release behavior of a single set of attributes has been unable to meet privacy requirement.This paper presents a multi-sensitive attributes with time sequence published privacy preserving, release time series exist in different physical attributes for the implementation of certain treatment strategies. The basic strategy is constructed with the temporal characteristics of the safety data released on the one hand to make anonymous data released by the nondisclosure of data of individual privacy and need to ensure the release of anonymous data available highly, that can still be based on published anonymous data is more accurate data analysis. Finally, through the experiments validates that it has small loss and high practicability.
Focus on a particular public attributes alone, will not disclose the intention reluctant public information, when there are two or more attributes published simultaneously.A malicious analysts are reasoning, mining, association analysis, background knowledge, do not want to get public entities. There has information on conservation value. When the data content changes, the data set must be released, if it is in accordance with the original static anonymous strategy, even though each release version anonymity requirements are met, an attacker can combine multiple data tables published formed between multiple versions inference channel, thus leading to privacy information leakage.
II. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Sensitive attribute datasets {a s ,a s+1 ,…,a t } often exist some closely relating with sensitive attributes. However, the attributes will not directly contain their own individual privacy information, and the association between these attributes and sensitive attributes are public, calling such properties are associated with sensitive properties. As shown in Table 1 , the attribute of Disease is associated with attribute of Physician, which means the attribute values can be deduced Physician entity's illness information. Table 2 reflects a property set that exists several properties of the interaction. 
The Markov chain probability of P ij (n+1,n)= P{X n+1 =j|X n =i} is called the conditional or transitional probability which under the conditions of X n+1 =j, X n =i. Indicating X(t) in the state at n+1 times , X (n+1) = j the probability distribution only maintains the state at n times X (n) = i, but not irrelevant with the previous state
B. The quantization of reasoning association 1) Data release security description
Random variable X n represents the n times data security release. X n =0 indicates leakage, and X n =1 indicates security, where n=0,1,2...., and a i (n) indicates the probability of the system is in state i when the n times release, where i∈{0,1}, i.e. a i (n)=P(X n =i). P ij represents that the current state is i, and the next release probability is j,where i,j∈{0,1}, i.e., P ij =P(X n+1 =j | X n =i). a i (n) is the state of probability, and P ij is called the state of transition probability.
Publishing information on the status of each description, the first release of the total sets of attributes is defined as set of c_all, at the time of each releasing, the total sets will be divided in three parts. There is a public attribute set collection c_pub, the collection c_infer that can be derived by public set using the associated rules, and the collection c_rest that represents unreleased attributes. These collections meet the condition of c_pub ∪ c_infer ∪ c_rest = c_all. When released, the system determines the current input to decide whether c_pub open set can be deduced to some sensitive attributes of the c_infer set . If there exists leakage during reasoning period, it will be processed for safety to ensure that the current information is security.
2) The calculation of attributes impact factor The set of attributes, n available set of attributes collection A={a 1 ,a 2, a 3, ...a i ,. ..,a n }, m privacy attributes collection B={b 1, b 2, b 3 ,... b i ,. ..,b m }. Assuming the set of A that discloses a single property do not contribute to privacy loss, meanwhile publicly disclosing more than two sets will appear reasoning relationship among attributes.
Assuming k total joint inference relations, each of reasoning rules has c i attributes, then indicated as
The formula represents a i impactive factor, where f satisfies the conditions as follow:
C. The measurement of privacy security Privacy security strategy includes system and release behavior of security. In some applications, it"s required to preserve privacy from the whole perspective.
Viewed from the microscopic point of view, due to different impact factors of each property, the disclosure set may be the same threshold, and these properties may be from the same or different disclosure rules, which is difficult to distinguish. There is a setting that, when the attribute information must be released the same disclosure rules to determine which method to be used.
With disclosing of attributes S 1 ,S 2 ,...,S i ,S n represents a series of release states, we use disclosures of attributes set to describe the current behavior. When the i-1 times and the i times released, system security is P(S i-1 ) and P(S i ) respectively. According to the Markov chain probability , there is an association between the two releasing attribute information, which can be expressed as follows:
D. Phased release strategy with the time sequence and impactive rules
Defining the time sequence t 1 ,t 2 ,...t i (1≤i≤N) for recording each property released time respectively, i.e. a phased release property information, we decide whether there is a privacy leakage at some point released.Under the special circumstance,when the moment of t i release strategy is safety, while the another moment t j , gradually public with other attributes, combined with reasoning rules appearing between attributes, derived by determining the security of privacy disclosure of the current system, which takes the measurement of privacy protection policy.
With the time sequences t 1 ,t 2 ,...,t i (1≤i≤N), there are two privacy disclosing cases, the first one is when the i time release, due to the relationship between the internal elements of a collection of properties caused privacy disclosure; second before the i-1 time release leakage caused the total set at the i time release caused.
IV. THE ALGORITHMS
Data privacy preserving can be considered a special type of optimization problem where the cost of data modification must be minimized while respecting anonymity constraints. Thus, the key components of privacy preserving technique includes the determination strategy of leakage privacy and is based on privacy security measure of privacy preserving. 
A. The determination strategy of leaked privacy

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we describe our experimental settings and report the results in details.
A. Experimental setup
The experiments were performed on a 1.8GHz Intel IV processor machine with 2GB of RAM. The operating system on the machine was Microsoft Windows 7 Professional Edition, and the implementation was built and run in Java2 Platform, Standard Edition 5.0. For this experiments, we used the Adult dataset from the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository , which is considered a defacto benchmark for evaluating the performance of anonymization algorithms. We remove records with missing values and retain only seven of the original attributes. In our experiments, we consider {Gender, Sex, Age, race, zip code} as the quasi-identifier, and {Disease, Physician} as the sensitive attributes.
B. Data Quality
The first question we discuss is how vulnerable datasets are to inferences when they are statically anonymized.In the experiment, we first anonymize 10K records and generate the first "published" dataset. We then generate twenty more subsequent datasets by anonymizing 1,000 more records each time. Figure 2 shows the execution times of anonymizing various sizes of datasets. As shown, we compare the execution time of different size of datasets,respectively 3k,5k,10k. In this paper, we present a multi-sensitive attributes with time sequence published privacy preserving, release time series existing in different physical attributes for the implementation of certain treatment strategies. As a second step, we provide an efficient algorithm that improves the limitations of previous studies, which protects privacy adequately and has high data quality and low information loss metric.
C. Execution Time
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